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The demonstration of superconductivity in nickelate analogs of high Tc cuprates provides new
perspectives on the physics of correlated electron materials. The degree to which the nickelate electronic
structure is similar to that of cuprates is an important open question. This paper presents results of a
comparative study of the many-body electronic structure and theoretical phase diagram of the isostructural
materials CaCuO2 and NdNiO2. Both NdNiO2 and CaCuO2 are found to be charge transfer materials.
Important differences include the proximity of the oxygen 2p bands to the Fermi level, the bandwidth of the
transition metal-derived 3d bands, and the presence, in NdNiO2, of both Nd-derived 5d states crossing the
Fermi level and a van Hove singularity that crosses the Fermi level as the out-of-plane momentum is varied.
The low-energy physics of NdNiO2 is found to be that of a single Ni-derived correlated band, with
additional accompanying weakly correlated bands of Nd-derived states that dope the Ni-derived band. The
effective correlation strength of the Ni-derived d band crossing the Fermi level in NdNiO2 is found to be
greater than that of the Cu-derived d band in CaCuO2, but the predicted magnetic transition temperature of
NdNiO2 is substantially lower than that of CaCuO2 because of the smaller bandwidth.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The remarkable physics of layered copper oxide materi-
als [1–4], including high transition temperature super-
conductivity for carrier concentrations not too far from
optimal doping, electronic pseudogaps, and various forms
of long- and short-range order, has challenged researchers
over the more than 30 years since the discovery of super-
conductivity in La2−xBaxCuO4 [5]. Many cuprate super-
conductors are known; all share the structural motif of
CuO2 planes weakly coupled in the third dimension and
the electronic motif of an approximately d9 electronic
configuration for Cu, but differ in other details. A key
question is whether the novel physics of these materials
can be essentially understood in a one-band model with

strong local correlations [1] or whether other physics is
important [6,7].
It was recognized early on that perspective on this issue

could be gained from the analysis of materials with similar
features but with a different local chemistry. Ni, which is
adjacent to Cu on the periodic table, has been of particular
interest in this regard [8–11]. Because Ni has one fewer
proton than Cu, the d-electron count for Ni is typically
expected to be lower than for Cu, but with appropriate
chemistry a configuration close to Ni d9, with one hole in
the dx2−y2 orbital, might be achieved. Proposals to use
artificial superlattices [12] have yet to yield such a
configuration, but recently, trilayer systems with a formal
valence of Ni4=3þ (d8.67) and dx2−y2 holes were synthesized
[13]. One of these materials (Pr4Ni3O8) is metallic but not
superconducting, likely because the carrier concentration
corresponds to a doping far beyond the optimal doping of
typical cuprate superconductors.
NdNiO2 is isostructural to the “infinite layer” cuprate

CaCuO2 and has a formal Ni d9 valence. The recent
discovery [14] that NdNiO2 can be synthesized, hole
doped, and made superconducting has created intense
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excitement. There has been an outpouring of theoretical
interest, with density-functional theory (DFT) [15–29],
dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) [24–27,30], and
model-system [18,19,21,31–35] studies of the material.
These papers have come to a variety of conclusions about
the important low-energy physics of the nickelate materials
and its relation to the low-energy physics of the cuprates. In
this paper, we aim to clarify some of the issues.
Because transition metal oxides such as cuprates and

nickelates are relatively ionic, the basic electronic structure
problem may be posed in terms of corrections to a “formal
valence” analysis of isolated ion electron affinities and
ionization energies. The formal valence analysis provides
an estimate of the average occupancies of the relevant
orbitals including the transition metal d and oxygen p
states. Hybridization in the solid leads to fluctuations about
these average occupancies; the fluctuations are constrained
by the strong local correlations of the transition metal d
states, and the implications for the low-energy physics of
the resulting correlated hybridization problem need to be
determined.
For cuprates such as CaCuO2, formal valence and crystal

symmetry considerations lead to the configuration Ca2þ

Cu2þ (d9) O2− (p6) with the Cu hole in the dx2−y2 orbital.
The Ca-d states are very high in energy and weakly coupled
to the Cu-d and O-p states of relevance at lower energies,
so Ca2þ may be regarded as electrically inert. The two
potentially relevant charge fluctuation processes are trans-
fer of an electron from one Cu to another (2d9 → d8d10)
and from an O to a Cu ðd9 → d10LÞ. The energy cost of
the former process defines the Hubbard parameter
U ¼ E½d8d10� − 2E½d9�, while the energy cost of the latter
defines the charge transfer parameter Δ ¼ E½d10L� − E½d9�.
In cuprates it is believed thatU ∼ 7–8 ≫ Δ≲ 3 eV [36], so
the d8 configuration is essentially irrelevant: the low-energy
physics may be discussed in the manifold of states defined
by the d9 and d10L configurations.
ForNdNiO2 the formal valence considerations are similar,

implying an average electronic configuration of Nd3þ Ni1þ

(d9) O2− (p6). However, the relative importance of the Ni d8

configuration vis-à-vis d10L is not yet determined. Further,
Nd2þ is low enough in energy that there is some charge
transfer to Nd, meaning that at least the d9L configuration,
and perhaps also the d8, needs to be considered even in the
stoichiometric material. If d8 is important, one may ask
whether the relevant d8 state is high spin (implying one hole
in thedx2−y2 andone in thed3z2−r2), as proposed or implied by
some calculations [10,15,24,31,34,35], or low spin (both
holes in the dx2−y2 orbitals).
In this paper, we address these issues via a comparative

study of the many-body electronic structure of NdNiO2 and
the isostructural cuprate CaCuO2. We use the density-
functional theory plus dynamical mean-field theory method
(DFTþ DMFT) [37–40], building on previous DFT [9,15]

and DFTþ DMFT [24–27,30] studies to determine many-
body densities of states, orbital occupancies, phase boun-
daries, and mass enhancements.

II. METHODS

Our study, in common with most theoretical studies of
many-body electronic structure of solids, is formulated in a
subspace of the full electronic Hilbert space that is con-
structed from single particle states obtained from a relatively
inexpensive mean-field-type calculation. We employ
DFT (QUANTUM ESPRESSO [41] with the Perdew–Burke-
Ernzerhof form of the generalized gradient approximation
exchange-correlation functional [42]); ourDFTresults are in
agreement with prior literature [15–21,23,24,31]. We then
use WANNIER90 [43] to construct a basis of maximally
localized Wannier functions [44,45] spanning an energy
window of interest.We employ two energy windows. One is
a wide energy window that includes the full transition metal
dmanifold, the O-p states, and, in NdNiO2, the relevant Nd
states. The second is a narrow energy window that includes
only the “frontier orbitals” that cross the chemical potential.
The wide energy window enables a natural connection to
formal valence considerations and high-energy spectros-
copies and helps define the frontier orbital model, while the
frontier orbital window is better suited to discussions of the
low-energy physics. In both cases the resulting Wannier
bands reproduce theDFTbands verywell.Details, including
lattice constants, k-mesh and energy cutoffs used in the DFT
calculations, specification of the energy windows in the
Wannierization, visualization of some of the Wannier
functions, and comparison of Wannier bands to the DFT
bands, are provided in the Supplemental Material [46].
The Wannierization of the Nd-derived 5d states in

NdNiO2 has been the subject of discussion in the literature
[16,17,19,23]. We use selective localization methods [50]
as implemented in WANNIER90 [43] to localize only the Ni-d
Wannier functions, which are also constrained to be centered
on the Ni sites. The resulting fit yields not only physically
reasonable Ni-dWannier functions but also two Nd-centered
orbitals, one of xy and one of 3z2 − r2 symmetry.
We define an effective Hamiltonian by projecting the

Kohn-Sham states onto the Wannier basis and adding
interactions that couple some of the states in the subspace.
The interaction terms depend on the energy window and the
choice of correlated orbitals, both because the sizes of
the relevant orbitals are window dependent and because the
value ofU depends on screening which again is affected by
the energy window. For our wide energy window calcu-
lations we choose the transition metal dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2
orbitals as the correlated subspace and use an interaction
of Kanamori form [51] with U ¼ 7 eV and J ¼ 0.7 eV,
representative of nickelates [52] and cuprates [36]. To
compensate for the Hartree shifts induced by the added
interactions, we include a double counting correction in the
form proposed by Held [53] (see Supplemental Material for
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details [46]). For the frontier orbital calculations we
correlate only the dx2−y2-derived orbitals and consider a
range of U, noting that recent constrained random phase
approximation calculations suggest a value of U ≈ 3.1 eV
[16]. We then perform single-site DMFT calculations using
the TRIQS software library [54,55] with the continuous-time
hybridization expansion solver (CT-HYB) [56]. These cal-
culations are “single shot” in the sense that the DFT density
is not further updated.

III. RESULTS

The main panels of Fig. 1 show the many-body density
of states projected onto the Wannier orbitals computed in
the wide energy window for CaCuO2 (right-hand panel)
and NdNiO2 (left-hand panel). In both materials, the
removal spectrum (ω < 0, with the chemical potential
defined as the zero of energy) is dominated by O-p and
non-dx2−y2 states, and the addition spectrum (ω > 0) by a
transition metal dx2−y2 and O-p hybrid, along with nearly
empty Nd-derived bands in NdNiO2. The transition metal
t2g and d3z2−r2 states are essentially filled, although in
NdNiO2 close inspection of Fig. 1 reveals a tail of these
states at ω > 0. This tail is a consequence of hybridization
with the Nd bands and is discussed in more detail below. In
both materials the near chemical potential transition metal
dx2−y2 spectrum exhibits a van Hove peak, which is at the
chemical potential in the Ni material and below in the Cu
material, a weak maximum at ω ∼ −2 eV, and a gap (due to
hybridization with the O-p states) at ∼1–2 eV below the
chemical potential. The higher-lying parts of both the
CaCuO2 and NdNiO2 dx2−y2 and O-p addition spectra

are similar, implying a non-negligible mixing of dx2−y2 and
O-pσ in both materials.
While the broad features of the spectral function are

similar, several important differences are immediately
evident. In the Ni material, Nd-derived states appear in
both the addition and removal spectra. The resultant charge
transfer to the Nd states dopes the Ni-O complex of states.
We see that the centroid of theO-p states is about 2 eV lower
in NdNiO2 than in CaCuO2. In the Cu compound the
oxygen degrees of freedom are very strongly hybridized
with the transition metal degrees of freedom, as can be seen
from the close correspondence of the near and above
chemical potential O-p and Cu-d addition and removal
spectra. In the Ni material, comparison of the O-p and Ni-d
densities of states suggests weaker hybridization with the
oxygen degrees of freedom in the immediate vicinity of the
chemical potential.
We now consider the electronic states more quantita-

tively, beginning with the occupation probabilities of the
different Wannier orbitals presented in Table I. We char-
acterize the (uncorrelated) Nd and O states by their mean
occupancies, obtained from an integral over negative
energies of the relevant diagonal parts of the on-site portion
of the many-body Green’s function in the Wannier basis.
For the transition metal ions, we present the mean occu-
pancies of the dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2 states and the occurrence
probabilities of different many-body configurations of the
correlated orbitals, obtained as in Ref. [57].
For CaCuO2, all of the orbitals except the Cu-dx2−y2 and

O-pσ are to good approximation fully filled. Measured with
respect to the Cu d10=Op6 configuration, there is one hole,
which our calculation finds to be approximately equally

FIG. 1. Main panels: Orbitally resolved wide energy window DFTþ DMFT spectral function summed over spin computed for
NdNiO2 (left-hand panel) and CaCuO2 (right-hand panel) in the paramagnetic phase, treating the transition metal dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2
orbitals as correlated, with on-site interaction U ¼ 7 eV and J ¼ 0.7 eV at temperature T ¼ 290 K. Insets: Expanded view of near
chemical potential region showing only dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2 contributions to the spectral function. The zero of energy is defined to be the
chemical potential.
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shared between the O-pσ and Cu-dx2−y2 orbitals
(∼50% d10L and ∼50% d9). The total weight in the d8

configuration is very small relative to the d10L configura-
tion, consistent with an identification of the cuprates as
charge transfer insulators. The occurrence probabilities
can be related to features in the spectral function following
arguments given by Eskes and Sawatzky [36]. Cor-
responding to the ∼50% weight of the d10L configuration,
the addition spectrum shows approximately equal weight of
O-pσ and Cu-dx2−y2 character. The feature in the removal
spectrum at ω ∼ −5 eV corresponds to the removal of an
electron from a d9 configuration to create d8, while the
feature at −3 eV≲ ω < 0 corresponds to the removal of an
electron from d10L to create d9L. The approximately equal
areas of the −5 and −3 eV < ω < 0 removal features is
consistent with the calculated small proportion of d8 in the
ground state.
Turning now to the Ni material we find that the Nd ions

capture about 0.5 electrons (summed over both relevant Nd
orbitals). A similar charge transfer is found in DFT and
DFTþ U calculations. About 0.3 of these electrons come
from the Ni-t2g , Ni-d3z2−r2 , and O pπ and pz orbitals. The
remaining 0.2 is transferred from the Ni-dx2−y2 and O-pσ

complex, leading to a density of O-pσ holes very much
similar to that of the cuprates and dx2−y2 density about 0.2
electrons lower. The different ratio of dx2−y2 and O-pσ holes
in the nickelate versus the cuprate is a reflection of the
larger charge transfer energy in the nickelate. Most of this
charge transfer is a hybridization effect, arising because
occupied orbitals contain an admixture of Nd and higher-
lying unoccupied orbitals of Ni-d and O-pσ states.
However, as discussed in more detail below in our analysis
of the Fermi surface in the narrow energy window case,
there is an ∼0.1 electron “self-doping” effect arising from
actual charge transfer from primarily Ni-derived bands to
primarily Nd-derived bands.
The proportion of d8 in the ground state remains very

small (although slightly larger than in the Cu material).
This finding is at variance with the results of Ref. [21],
which employs a constrained DFT analysis and concludes
that the d8 state is highly relevant in the nickelates. Looking
at the spectral functions we see that, consistent with the
small d8 fraction, the relative weight of the low-energy ω≲
−4 eV part of the removal spectrum for the Ni material is
comparable to that in the near Fermi level part. The peak of

the d8 feature is at −5.5 eV in the nickelate and at −5 eV in
the cuprate; in both materials the feature exhibits a tail to
lower energies, which is longer in the nickelate. It is
interesting that while the admixture of O-pσ and dx2−y2
is only slightly smaller in the nickelate than in the cuprate,
in the nickelates the admixture of O-p orbitals with t2g is
substantially smaller. While the wide spread in energy of
the oxygen-related removal features makes it difficult to
precisely define a charge transfer energy, we may conclude
that the DMFT data place the Ni material in the same
charge transfer insulator class as the cuprates but with less
O-p involvement in the near Fermi-level states and a larger
charge transfer gap.
We now consider in more detail the nature of the

correlated near chemical potential states in the Ni material.
Several authors have investigated the infinite layer nickel-
ates using the spin density functional plus U (SDFTþU)
method [9,10,15], which is in effect the Hartree approxi-
mation to the wide energy window DFTþ DMFT method
[58], although the use of a spin density-functional rather
than the simple density-functional method is an important
difference [59,60]. For a range of U including U ¼ 0 this
method finds that the ground state is antiferromagnetic and
metallic with some hole doping on the majority spin dx2−y2
orbital and an empty minority spin dx2−y2 orbital. This state
is the Hartree (single determinant) version of the DMFT
state reported here. As the magnitude of the on-site
interaction is increased beyond a critical value Uc ≈
6 eV, the DFTþ U method with the fully localized limit
double counting scheme [61] finds [10,15] a first-order
transition to a state with a fully filled majority spin dx2−y2
orbital and holes on the d3z2−r2 orbital in the minority spin
channel (the transition is absent if the around mean field
double counting scheme [62] is used instead). The full
occupancy of the majority spin dx2−y2 state indicates an
orbitally selective Mott transition, while the holes in the
minority spin channel indicate an admixture of high spin d8

in the ground state, thus identifying the nature of the first-
order transition. This transition is not found in the DFTþ
DMFT calculations at the U values we have studied, but
within a DFTþ DMFT perspective at U ¼ 10 eV,
Lechermann [24] finds an orbitally selective state with
insulating dx2−y2 and metallic d3z2−r2 , implying a small but
important admixture of d8. Studies of other compounds
find that the DFTþ U approximation very substantially

TABLE I. Left-hand portion: Occurrence probabilities P[config] of transition metal d configurations (eg
manifold). Right-hand portion: Occupancies Nstate of transition metal dx2−y2 , O-pσ , and Nd-5d orbitals (summed
over spin).

P½d10� P½d9
x2−y2 � P½d9

3z2−r2 � P½d8� Ndx2−y2
Nd

3z2−r2
NO−pσ

NNd

NdNiO2 0.26 0.65 0.04 0.05 1.28 1.93 3.54 0.53
CaCuO2 0.55 0.43 0.00 0.02 1.54 2.00 3.50 � � �
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underestimates the critical U of the low-spin to high-spin
transition [59] and that the spin-polarized DFT functionals
overestimate the spin splitting of the d states [60]. We
therefore believe that this aspect of theDFTþ U calculations
is not relevant to NdNiO2. However, as an exploration
of a theoretically interesting model, a DMFT-based inves-
tigation of orbitally selective Mott and high-spin–low-spin
transitions in models with two correlated orbitals coupled to
one or more uncorrelated bands would be desirable.
In charge transfer systems the effective interaction

strength is determined not only by the U and J parameters
but by the double counting correction, which is the subject
of some discussion [63,64] and is one of the significant
uncertainties in the DFTþ DMFT and DFTþ U method-
ologies. A decreasing of the double counting shifts the d
bands up with respect to the p bands, and can thus have the
effect of increasing the correlation strength. To show this
effect, we have performed additional calculations for
CaCuO2 with the O-p orbital energies decreased by
1 eV, effectively increasing the charge transfer energy
ðεd − εpÞ. This decreases the admixture of d10L in the
ground state and yields a density of states somewhat closer
to the one for the nickelate (see Supplemental Material
[46]). The occurrence probabilities are P½d10� ¼ 0.42,
P½d9� ¼ 0.56, and P½d8� ¼ 0.02, which are approximately
halfway between the results obtained for both compounds
using the Held double counting (see Table I). In NdNiO2,
changing the double counting would change both the p-d
energy splitting and the overlap in energy between Ni-
derived and Nd-derived states. The latter effect would
change the doping of the Ni-derived states, which raises
issues of charge self-consistency. A detailed investigation
of the effects of the double counting correction and full
charge self-consistency in NdNiO2 is beyond the scope of
this work, but is desirable to be addressed in future works.
Finally, we quantify the strength of correlations via the

dx2−y2 component of the electron self-energy shown in
Fig. 2. We see immediately that the self-energy magnitude
in the Cu material is much less than in the Ni material. The
self-energy corresponding to the calculation with increased
charge transfer energy ðεd − εpÞ in CaCuO2 is still some-
what smaller than the self-energy for the nickelate material.
One quantitative metric is the renormalization factor
Z ¼ ½1 − ∂ImΣðiωnÞ=∂ωnjωn→0�−1. For the transition metal
dx2−y2 orbitals, these are Z ¼ 0.26 (Ni) and Z ¼ 0.75 (Cu)
in the wide energy window calculations. In the case of
increased εd − εp in the Cu material we find Z ¼ 0.50.
Note that these are the “orbital basis” Z values, determined
from the diagonal elements of the projection of the self-
energy operator onto the Wannier basis. Also of physical
relevance is the “band basis” Z, describing the states
crossing the Fermi level, where the admixture of O-pσ

reduces the magnitude of the band basis self-energy. For the
Ni material we find that the band basis Z is about 0.33. For

CaCuO2, the band basis Z is roughly 0.83 and about
0.62 with increased εd − εp splitting (see Supplemental
Material [46]).
We now investigate the low-energy physics by consid-

ering a narrow energy window in our Wannier analysis.
From the wide energy window analysis, we see that only
the transition metal dx2−y2 and low-lying Nd-5d bands are
relevant near the Fermi level, so we retain only these
orbitals in our Wannierization (see Supplemental Material
for details [46]). This yields a one-band (cuprate) or three-
band (nickelate) Hamiltonian (see Table II for some of the
parameters). We see immediately that the bandwidth W of
the cuprate is about 1.4 times the nickelate bandwidth. This
difference is a consequence of the closer proximity of the
O-p states to the Fermi level in the cuprate case. Increasing
εd − εp by 1 eV in the cuprate case yields W ≈ 3.6 eV,
smaller than that found with the original εd − εp but still
larger than the nickelate bandwidth (Table II). Note that the

FIG. 2. Imaginary part of the Matsubara self-energy for the
dx2−y2 orbital for NdNiO2 (blue, filled symbols) and CaCuO2 (red
and magenta, open symbols) at T ¼ 290 K, for both the wide
energy window with U ¼ 7 eV (circles) and the narrow energy
window with U ¼ 3.1 eV (triangles). Also shown is the wide
energy window result for CaCuO2 with εd − εp increased by 1 eV
(squares, referred to in the legend as “εp lowered”).

TABLE II. Bandwidth W and near-neighbor hopping param-
eters (in eV) for the NdNiO2 and CaCuO2 narrow energy window
Wannier Hamiltonians. Here, t, t0, and t00 are the first-, second-,
and third-neighbor in-plane hopping parameters (further neighbor
hoppings are smaller, thus not shown), tz is the nearest-neighbor
interplane hopping parameter, and tNi−Nd is the largest hybridi-
zation found between the Ni dx2−y2 and the two Nd-5d orbitals.

W t t0 t00 tz tNi-Nd
3z2−r2 tNi-Ndxy

NdNiO2 3.01 −0.357 0.091 −0.043 −0.032 0.023 0.012
CaCuO2 4.14 −0.469 0.100 −0.090 −0.054 � � � � � �
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ratios t0=t and tz=t are similar although the bandwidths of
the two materials are rather different.
To these Wannier Hamiltonians we add an on-site

interaction U that correlates the transition metal dx2−y2-
derived states. The subject of the “correct” U for the low-
energy theory is an area of current research, particularly in
situations (such as occur in the cuprate materials) where
oxygen bands strongly overlap the transition metal bands
(for a discussion in the context of pseudocubic perovskite
nickelates, see Ref. [65]). Recent CRPA calculations give
U ≈ 3.1 eV for the Ni material [16].
In Fig. 2, we show the frontier orbital self-energies for both

materials obtained for this U value. The frequency depend-
ence of the self-energy is quite different at high frequencies
from that found in the wide energy window calculations, as
expected from the further truncation of the Hilbert space in
the frontier orbital case, but the behavior in the low-frequency
regime can be compared. We obtain Z ¼ 0.25 for the
Ni-derived band, slightly lower than what we found in the
band basis (Z ∼ 0.3) for thewide energywindow calculation.
The larger bandwidth of the cuprate material leads to less
correlation and only Z ¼ 0.42. That is much smaller than the
renormalization we obtained in the wide energy window
calculations (Z ¼ 0.83) and still smaller than in the calcu-
lation with increased εd − εp difference (Z ¼ 0.62).
The resulting many-body Fermi surfaces (trace of the

many-body spectral function evaluated at ω ¼ 0) are
shown in Fig. 3 as plots in the space of in-plane momenta

for different kz. Because of the smaller self-energy, the
many-body Fermi surface is quite sharply defined for the
cuprate; it overlaps the noninteracting Fermi surface pre-
cisely so only the latter quantity is shown. NdNiO2 displays
clear differences in its fermiology from CaCuO2. The Nd
d3z2−r2 orbital gives rise to a band that crosses the chemical
potential, leading to an oblate Fermi surface centered on the
Γ point (see panels for kz ¼ 0.0 and 0.125), while theNd dxy
orbital gives rise to an oblate Fermi surface pocket centered
onA (see panels for kz ¼ 0.375, 0.45, and 0.5), as also found
in previous DFTand DFTþ U calculations [9,10,15] and in
a recent DFTþ DMFT study [24]. Interestingly, in DFT
calculations for LaNiO2 the pocket at Γ is noticeably smaller
than in NdNiO2 [9] and it is absent in DFTþ DMFT
calculations for the La material [27].
The Nd-derived bands centered at Γ and A cross the

Fermi level and contain electrons, thereby doping the
Ni-d-derived band. The amount of doping may be obtained
from the areas of the Fermi surfaces; we find that the two
Nd-derived bands each contain about 0.05 electrons
(summed over spin) yielding a total doping of the
Ni-derived band of about 0.1 holes. This doping is sub-
stantially smaller than the 0.5 total charge transfer to the
Nd found in the wide energy window calculation, and only
about half of the electron transfer from theNi dx2−y2 orbitals,
respectively. This doping is also larger than what was found
for LaNiO2 in DFT calculations [15]; the difference is a
result of the different electronegativities of La and Nd.

FIG. 3. Many-body Fermi surfaces for NdNiO2 shown along with the DFT Fermi surface for NdNiO2 (dashed green line) and CaCuO2

(dashed blue line). The many-body Fermi surface is defined via a false-color plot of Tr½Aðω ¼ 0Þ�, obtained as described in the text from
a narrow energy window calculation with U ¼ 3.1 eV at T ¼ 290 K. Note that for CaCuO2 the DFT and DMFT Fermi surfaces are
indistinguishable.
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The wide energy window calculations show that while
these Nd-derived bands have some admixture of Ni-d
character, the band basis self-energies are quite small
(Z > 0.9 in the vicinity of the Fermi level). Further,
analysis of the Wannier Hamiltonian in the narrow energy
window shows that the hybridization between these bands
and the Ni-dx2−y2-derived band is small (see Table II), and
thus the bands are effectively decoupled (as may also be
seen from the lack of level repulsion where the bands
cross). To further investigate the effect of hybridization
with the Nd bands, we perform a one-band Wannier fit
capturing only the Ni-dx2−y2-derived band (thus freezing
out any dynamical charge transfer) and recompute the
self-energy with the occupancy of the band set equal to
the self-doped value. No significant differences are found
(a comparison of the two calculations is shown in the
Supplemental Material [46]). This key insight proves that
the low-energy physics of the nickelate material can be
understood as a (doped) single-band Hubbard model,
similar to the physics of cuprates. The important difference
is, however, the “self-doping” effect of the Nd-derived
bands which mainly act as an electron reservoir.
Additionally, the self-doping of the Ni-derived orbital

makes it acquire a non-negligible kz dispersion, leading to a
region of momentum space where the Ni-dx2−y2-derived
Fermi surface passes through the van Hove point (see
Fig. 3). The resulting enhanced density of states leads to
more pronounced correlation effects in the Ni material; for
example, it is clearly seen that the Fermi surface is
substantially broadened when the van Hove point is near
the Fermi level.
In Fig. 4, we compare the DFT bands (blue dashed lines)

to the momentum-resolved correlated spectral function
(false color) computed at U ¼ 3.1 eV in the paramagnetic
phase for both materials. The results for CaCuO2 show the
expected behavior: a quasiparticle band renormalized by
about a factor of 2 with respect to the DFT bands, and a
shakeoff feature, below the band for occupied states and

above for empty states. The results for NdNiO2 show
similar shakeoff features and renormalization structure
(with a somewhat larger renormalization constant). An
important difference is that even at kz ¼ 0 the van Hove
singularity near theX point is much closer to the Fermi level
in the Ni material than in the Cu one; this difference is in
essence a doping effect, enhanced by the stronger correla-
tions and the kz dispersion. The renormalization is strong
enough that the bottom of the Nd band at A lies substantially
(∼1 eV) below the bottom of the quasiparticle band, and
even the bottom of the shallower Nd band at Γ is at about the
same energy as the bottom of the quasiparticle band. This
suggests that itmight be difficult to dopeNdNiO2 to the point
where the Nd states are fully emptied out.
We now explore a wider range of interactions in the

frontier orbital model, presenting in Fig. 5 the metal-
insulator and paramagnetic-antiferromagnetic phase tran-
sitions calculated for the two materials for a range of
interaction strengths. The obtained magnetic transition
temperatures are high, consistent with the known DMFT
overestimation of the magnetic transition temperature by a
factor of 2–3 [66–69]. This overestimation is especially
large in quasi-two-dimensional systems where spatial
fluctuations can play an important role. Still, the calculated
transition temperatures set a scale at which magnetic
correlations become relevant.
The calculated cuprate phase diagram is consistent with

the large body of existing literature on the one-band
Hubbard model [66]: The transition temperature is high
enough that the theoretically predicted paramagnetic metal-
paramagnetic insulator transition is preempted by the
antiferromagnetic phase. The calculated Néel temperature
is maximized at U ≈ 4 eV≈ the bandwidth; this scale is a
demarcation between Mott insulating physics and inter-
mediate correlations; the wide energy window calculations
suggest that the cuprate materials are on the moderately
correlated side of this crossover.
The nickelate phase diagram differs in several aspects.

The critical U required for the onset of magnetism is

FIG. 4. Frequency dependence of the spectral function Aðk;ωÞ plotted along indicated lines in momentum space (false color),
computed from narrow energy window paramagnetic phase DMFT with U ¼ 3.1 eV at temperature T ¼ 290 K, along with
uncorrelated Wannier bands (dashed blue lines) for NdNiO2 (left-hand panel) and CaCuO2 (right-hand panel).
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smaller than in the cuprate case, corresponding to the
smaller bandwidth of the Ni compound; however, the ratio
of the critical U to the bandwidth is about the same in the
two cases. In the large U regime of the phase diagram,
where the model is insulating at all temperatures, the Néel
temperature of the Ni material is lower than that of the
cuprate by about a factor of 2, consistent with the 3∶4 ratio
of nearest-neighbor hoppings and the superexchange esti-
mate J ¼ t2=U.
The most important difference between the two phase

diagrams, however, is that the self-doping provided by the
Nd-5d bands means that up to a moderately large U, the Ni
material is an antiferromagnetic metal, as found in other
DMFT calculations [25]. Only if U is increased beyond a
large, temperature-dependent value of about 5 eV is an
antiferromagnetic insulator phase found in this calculation.
The physics of the transition is that the antiferromagnetic
order parameter opens a gap in the Ni spectral function;
when this gap becomes large enough so that the top of the
lower antiferromagnetic band falls below the bottom of the
Nd-5d bands, then all of the charge from the Nd-5d states is
transferred to the Ni band, which becomes half filled such
that an insulating state may result. The transition in the
paramagnetic phase is similarly driven when the splitting
between the upper and lower Hubbard band becomes large
enough. This transition depends crucially on the energetics
of Ni-Nd charge transfer, which, however, may not be
correctly captured by the three-band frontier orbital model
used here. It may also be preempted by a high-spin–low-
spin transition in which holes are added to the Ni-d3z2−r2
sector. Both of these effects will tend to push the transition

to larger U. Understanding these issues is a theoretically
interesting question requiring a fully charge self-consistent
calculation and a theoretically justified double counting
correction.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a comparative study of two isostruc-
tural materials, NdNiO2 and CaCuO2. Both have a tran-
sition metal configuration near d9 and correlation physics
dominated by the transition metal dx2−y2 orbital, and both
should be regarded as charge transfer materials with a
significant admixture of an oxygen hole=d10 configuration
and a negligible role of the d8 configuration. A salient
difference between the two materials is that the energy
splitting between the oxygen 2p and transition metal 3d
bands is less in the cuprate than in the nickelate material,
leading to relatively weaker correlations in the cuprate case.
Previous work of Weber et al. [70] on cuprates suggests
that the charge transfer gap is anticorrelated with the
superconducting transition temperature, suggesting that
the nickelate material will have a lower superconducting
transition temperature than its cuprate analog [15].
However, this difference appears to be quantitative and
not a fundamental difference between the physics of these
two materials. This conclusion is different from that found
in DFTþ U calculations at U ≳ 6 eV [10,15] and DFTþ
DMFT calculations at U ≳ 10 eV [24].
Other differences between the materials are a modest

decrease in the proportion of oxygen holes and, most
importantly, that in the nickelate material bands of Nd-5d

FIG. 5. Phase diagrams of NdNiO2 (left-hand panel) and CaCuO2 (right-hand panel) in the plane of temperature T and on-site
interaction U, calculated using single-site DMFTwith band parameters obtained from a narrow energy window Wannier construction.
The solid blue line shows the paramagnetic-antiferromagnetic (PM-AFM) transition. The red dashed lines show the paramagnetic metal
to paramagnetic insulator transition, and in the left-hand panel the green dashed line shows the antiferromagnetic metal to
antiferromagnetic insulator transition. In the antiferromagnetic regime (temperatures below the blue line) the red dashed line indicates
the paramagnetic metal-insulator transition if the antiferromagnetic solution is suppressed. Note that the end points do not correspond to
critical points, but show the parameter range in which we have performed calculations. The dashed black vertical line marks the
approximate narrow window interaction parameter found in CRPA calculations [16].
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origin cross the Fermi level, so that charge is transferred from
the Ni-d=O-p complex to the Nd bands, leading to a “self-
doped” situation. The Nd states also hybridize with the Ni/O
states, leading to a non-negligible kz dispersion and the
presence of a van Hove singularity that crosses the chemical
potential as kz is varied. We find, however, that dynamical
charge transfer to Nd is not important: one obtains the same
self-energy in a one-bandmodel with the same Fermi surface
for the Ni-derived band. Among other things, this means that
the interesting Kondo effects discussed in Ref. [34] are not
relevant to the present calculation.
Perhaps the greatest theoretical uncertainties in the

calculated results arise from the value of U and from the
double counting correction. The double counting correc-
tion, which controls the placement in energy of the
correlated states with respect to the uncorrelated ones, is
of particular importance. In the cuprate case, the standard
double counting leads to a higher overlap between the O
and Cu states, and thus to weaker correlations, while
adjusting the double counting leads to weaker Cu-O over-
lap, increasing the correlations in the frontier orbitals. In the
Ni case, adjusting the double counting would also affect the
charge transfer to the Nd states. The U value affects
whether the dx2−y2 orbitals can be driven into a Mott state
[24]. Despite these uncertainties, it is clear that the Ni
material is more strongly correlated than the Cu material.
Other uncertainties, including whether to include the other
(almost completely filled) Ni-d orbitals, Nd-d orbitals, or
O-p orbitals as correlated states, seem to us to have much
less effect.
Our conclusions are at variance with others reported in

the literature. Several authors argue for the importance of
the high-spin d8 state [10,15,24], which combined with an
orbital selective Mott transition leads to a picture of a Nd/Ni
hybridized band Kondo hybridized to local moments on the
Ni sites. Our belief is that this physics is unlikely to be
relevant to the 112 nickelates. However, higher-U param-
eter regimes of the models we and others have derived
for the Ni materials display very interesting physics,
including the Kondo and multiorbital effects discussed in
Refs. [30,33] and the high-spin–low-spin and orbitally
selective Mott physics found in DFTþ U [10,15] and
DFTþ DMFT [24], which warrant further investigation.
Most importantly, we find that the low-energy physics of

the Ni material is described by a three-band model, with
one correlated Ni-dx2−y2-derived band with a van Hove
singularity that crosses the Fermi level as kz is varied and
two Nd-derived weakly correlated spectator bands. We
argue that the main effect of these spectator bands is a self-
doping of the Ni-dx2−y2-derived band. Thus, a fundamental
insight of our work is that the low-energy physics of
NdNiO2 can be modeled by a doped single-band Hubbard
model, which is (besides the doping) similar to the one for
CaCuO2, albeit with a larger charge transfer gap and thus
likely weaker superconductivity upon Sr doping [70].

The effect of the van Hove singularity and the spectator
bands on the superconducting physics of the Ni-derived
band remains to be determined. For example, one may ask,
within the theory as defined here, why the (self-)doped Ni
compound is not superconducting even in the nominally
stoichiometric case [14]. Cluster dynamical mean-field
calculations to answer this question are in progress. The
evolution of quasiparticle properties and long-range order
as a function of doping is also an important open question.
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